Economics and Trade
while routes existed from the eastern Sudan to several
markets on the Nile in Egypt. It was also feasible to
follow the river; but it would seem that this road,
besides being less direct, was unpopular owing to the
predatory characteristics of the riverain population.
These old routes are even now of rather more than
historical interest. Some of them are used by a consider-
able export trade in camels to Egypt, while the re-opening
of the Berber-Suakin road, for the transport by camel
of high-priced goods, in competition with the railways,
is a possibility which has had to be taken into account.
It remains true, nevertheless, that the external trade
of the country is for the most part carried by the railway
to Port Sudan. Even when Egypt is their destination,
it is cheaper to send goods by way of Suez than by Wadi
Haifa, except to Upper Egypt. The export of cattle
to Cairo by the Nile route is, for veterinary reasons,
an exception to normal economic procedure.
Turning from the general situation of the Sudan to a
review of its products, it is of interest to note that, while
the internal state of affairs, in the matter of food-crops
and the breeding of animals, probably remains now much
the same as it has been for some thousands of years,
the economic interest of the country for the outside
world has, in the course of centuries, undergone a complete
change.
In the remote past, the ancient Egyptians came to the
Sudan for gold ; and it was primarily to facilitate the ,
getting of the metal that they undertook the conquest of
the northern p&rt of the country. Ivory and slaves were
also important exports to Egypt which resulted from
trade or war, while timber from the Gezira was taken
for boat-building and other purposes. Gold, ivory and
slaves remained until modern days the chief attractions
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